
Total Calls for Service 

 

 

1-Alarm-Business (False) 

1-Alarm-Fire (False) 

2-Alarm-Residential (False) 

1-Assist the Public 

2Burglary of a Vehicle 

1-Criminal Mischief 

1-Disturbance 

1-Evading Arrest 

3-Information Report 

2-Possession of a Controlled Substance 

2-Suspicious Person 

1-Theft of a Vehicle 

2-Violation of State Vehicle Laws 

1-Wanted Person 

 

 

Calls of Interest 

 

Offense: Theft of a Vehicle 

Date:  12.14.15 

Time:  1600 hours 

Location: 15700 blk San Pedro 

 

An officer was dispatched for a stolen vehicle report.  Upon arrival, contact was made with the 

female victim who related she had arrived at the gym at approximately 1600 hours.  When she 

arrived, she parked along the 3rd row of parking slots, near the west end of the row, facing the 

fence line.  She entered the gym and proceeded to the locker room, where she placed the car keys 

for her vehicle in her clothing bag and placed the bag in a locker.  She did not secure the locker. 

Upon completing her training session at approximately 1745 hours, she grabbed her bag from the 

locker and was unable to locate her vehicle keys.  She then went over to the window to visually 

locate her vehicle and noticed that her vehicle was not there.  She then went downstairs to report 

the incident to staff and contact the police.  Her vehicle was black in color with beige interior 

and had Operation Iraqi Freedom license plates.  The only things of value inside the car that she 

could immediately recall where a pair of boots and a laptop used through her work in the 

military.  The only thing she noticed out of the ordinary was a female in the locker room saying 

she couldn't locate her locker.   The victim provided a brief description of the female to the gym 

staff, but could not be certain the subject had anything to do with her vehicle missing.  The 

vehicle was entered into police computers as stolen. 

 

 

 

 

 



Offense: Possession of a Controlled Substance/Evading Arrest 

Date:  12.16.15 

Time:  2045 hours 

Location: 400 blk Rio Seco 

 

An officer observed a maroon Ford Contour travelling north on South Tower Road at, what 

appeared to be a higher rate of speed than the clearly posted 30mph.  The officer began to follow 

the vehicle and caught up to the Ford Contour which was stopped at a red light at the intersection 

of Winding Way and San Pedro.  The light turned green and the vehicle crossed over the 

highway and began to travel north on the access road of US HWY 281.  The vehicle changed 

lanes and as the officer changed lanes.  The operator of the vehicle changed lanes a second time.  

The operator began to slow the vehicle dramatically.  Based off training and experience, the 

officer believed the operator was trying to avoid contact with him.  Because of his erratic 

behavior, the officer activated the emergency lights on the patrol vehicle and the operator of the 

Ford Contour, quickly moved right and turned onto Brook Hollow.  The officer had to activate a 

blast of the siren before the operator of the Ford Contour made a definite gesture to pull over.  

The operator eventually stopped in the 14100 block of Brook Hollow.  The officer called in the 

traffic stop and noted that the brake lights never went out or the light never cycled through the 

stopping/parking sequence.  The officer felt the operator was about to take off and called for 

assistance.  The operator began to move forward as if he was departing.  The officer hit another 

longer blast on the siren and began to follow until the operator, once again pulled over.  The 

officer exited the patrol vehicle and began to approach the Ford Contour and the operator 

abruptly sped off heading east on Brook Hollow.  The officer returned to the patrol vehicle and 

followed as the vehicle turned north onto Rio Seco Drive.  The officer observed the operator 

slow the vehicle, open the driver door and jump out with a backpack, heading west into a 

wooded area.  The Ford Contour began to roll forward and came to a stop against a mailbox, in 

the 400 block of Rio Seco Street.  This location was within 1000 feet of the property line for 

Bradley Middle School.  The officer observed the passenger door open and the passenger 

stepped out with his hands raised.  The officer immediately detained him in handcuffs.  Other 

officers arrived on scene to assist in looking for the driver with negative results.  The passenger 

was searched and ultimately informed the officer of the identity of the driver.  As the officer 

approached the Ford Contour, a very heavy odor of marijuana was detected.  Marijuana and 

Methamphetamine were confiscated. The passenger was very cooperative with the officer and 

was not arrested.  The driver left behind many identifiers and a warrant will later be issued. 

 

 

Offense: Criminal Mischief 

Date:  12.19.15 

Time:  0645 hours 

Location: 14300 blk San Pedro 

 

An officer was dispatched to a local business for a report of a white dodge pickup that backed 

into the rear of the business.   The officer contacted the employee who related that he was inside 

the store when he heard a loud bang coming from the rear of the business.  When he opened the 

back door he observed a white Dodge Pickup fleeing the location around the south corner of the 



business.  The employee was unable to identify the driver of the vehicle. The officer took photos 

of the minor damage to the building.   

 

Offense: Burglary of a Vehicle 

Date:  12.19.15 

Time:  1410 hours 

Location: 14100 blk San Pedro 

 

An officer was dispatched to a business for a burglary of a vehicle report.  Upon arrival contact 

was made with the female victim.  She reported that she parked her vehicle in the third parking 

space from the front door along the access road at approximately 12:30 PM.  When she returned 

to her vehicle she discovered that someone had punched out her driver's door lock and removed a 

tote bag and a laptop computer from the passenger compartment.  A tote bag and a laptop were 

stolen in the burglary.  The stole will be providing video to the police. 

 

 

 

 

Just a reminder from your Crime Prevention Section 

 

If you would like a home inspection from our Crime Prevention officer, please call City Hall and 

ask for Officer Ben Richard to schedule an appointment.   

 

If you need fingerprint cards taken you can have them done at City Hall during normal business 

hours. 

 

Please remember the primary way to get a hold of the on duty officer is through the Bexar 

County Sheriff’s Office at 210.335.6000.     

 

Chief Morales 

 

Please feel free to forward this e-mail to anyone you feel may be interested. Residents may sign 

up for e-mail updates at http://www.hcv.org/emailsubscribe.htm or by clicking the icon at the top 

of the main page at http://www.hcv.org.  Your e-mail address is kept confidential and is not 

shared with anyone. 

http://www.hcv.org/emailsubscribe.htm
http://www.hcv.org/

